
Welcome to PreKindergarten   

 

April 8-12, 2019 

In PreKindergarten we practice these things every day:  Play interaction (free choice time), clean-up, prayer song, reciting the Pledge 

of Allegiance, the Lord’s Prayer, updating the calendar (patterns, numbers and days of the week), ABC’s, counting, recognizing the weather, 

a lesson on the monthly theme, exercising with movement activities, saying a blessing before snack and lunch, show and tell (assigned), and 

closing song and prayer**. This week we also worked on: 
                

Literacy Math Science Religion 
Listening to a variety of stories 
Letter of the Week: Ww - sign 
language, sounds, circle map 
Recognizing and spelling names  
Syllables clapping 
Dot to dot alphabet bunny 
All about dirt 
 
 
Library with Mrs. Smith 

Calendar and patterning 
Counting and adding friends at circle 
time 
Sorting buttons 
Puppy math game 
Spring patterning 
Mental Blox 
Magnet numbers 

Playdough with spring cutters 
Light table with ‘flowers’ 
Beans with flower ‘planting’ 
Bird exploration: feathers, nests, 
books, egg sound discrimination 
What is in a seed? 
What is in dirt? 
 
 

Seeds Religion: We welcome Jesus 
What the Church Believes and 
Teaches: p. 29 
Sign of the Cross 
Circle time and meal time prayers 
Commandment #9: Always tell the 
truth 
Trinity Shamrock 
Learning ways to protect God’s 
creatures: Sea Turtles 

Music/Dramatic Play Art Gross Motor/Movement Fine Motor (skills) 
Dollhouse and families 
Forest and wild animals 
Bunnies and rabbits 
Flower shop 
The Seed Song 
Seed in the Ground 
Digging in our Garden 
Everything Grows 
Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow 
 

Cork flower prints  
Easels: tulips 
Teacher directed skills practice: 
Trinity shamrocks 
Bean pounce paint 
Easels: cat with flowers 
Sea Turtles and Jelly  fish pictures 

CD dancing 
Outside play 
What makes Dirt: actions 
Following directions/leader and ball 
play in the gym 

Pencil, glue practice 
Markers, crayons, colored pencils, oil 
pastels 
Beads on chenille stems 
Writing letter Ww 
Leap frog game 
Animal lacing 
Cutting, assembling and gluing 
Shamrocks 
Drawing a circle using a template 

    
*Children who stay all day have lunch, rest time, afternoon free choice and they practice the lessons of the morning. 


